FIND YOUR ENERGY
AT FAIRMONT SONOMA MISSION INN
CURATED BY THE WILLOW STREAM TEAM, 
THIS SELECTION OF SPA TREATMENTS ARE OUR FAVORITES. 
DISCOVER THE ESSENCE OF SONOMA MISSION INN IN THESE TREATMENTS AT A GLANCE 

**WILLow STREAM** 
A FAIRMONT SPA

**Rescue & Release Deep Tissue Massage** - **FIRM PRESSURE**  
60 minutes from $209

Whether you are suffering from an injury or from deep-seated tension, this massage will alleviate muscle and joint pain, as well as stress.

**Stress Recovery Massage** - **MEDIUM PRESSURE**  
60 minutes from $199

This medium-pressure full-body massage improves energy levels, promotes restful sleep and melts away muscle tension. A jade and infrared heating pad plus essential oils infused with a powerful dose of magnesium leaves you feeling completely rejuvenated.

**Pure Relaxation Massage** - **LIGHT PRESSURE**  
60 minutes from $189

This essential massage is ideal for calming and relaxing both the mind and body. This technique uses long rhythmic movements and pressure point manipulation to reduce the heart rate and introduce peace and balance to a frantic, overworked and exhausted nervous system. Perfect before a hectic work schedule.

**Complete HydraFacial** -  
60 minutes from $245

Technology meets luxury for this results-driven facial. After purification, exfoliation, extraction and hydration, your skin is thoroughly clean and quenched, with noticeably reduced lines and wrinkles.

**Vinoperfect Brightening Facial** -  
60 minutes from $199

The ideal treatment for skin lacking radiance and luminosity. After skin is gently cleansed, a bespoke massage with essential oils and small hot and cold rose quartz stones stimulates the skin’s radiance. The deep-action peeling mask awakens the luminosity of your complexion. Caudalie’s Vinoperfect collection adds the finishing touch to this treatment, leaving you looking rested and radiant.

**Customized Corrective Facial**  
60 minutes from $199

This facial is based on a multi-acid exfoliation of the face, neck, décolleté and hands. Vitamin C essences address and correct specific aging concerns, including hyperpigmentation, fine lines, uneven texture and premature aging. The treatment involves a deep cleansing massage and a hydrating mask that will leave the skin vibrant.

**Willow Stream Wellness Pedicure** -  
60 minutes from $119

Enjoy a relaxing, aromatic foot soak and a professional foot, nail and cuticle grooming before a luxurious pressure-point massage to release tension.

**Willow Stream Luxury Manicure** -  
60 minutes from $90

Restore tired, overworked hands with a soothing, fragrant soak and a gentle grooming of the hands, fingernails and cuticles. Includes an aromatic moisturizing hand massage and polish.

**Opening hours**  
9:00am – 6:00pm

**To book your next Spa Experience**  
T: (877) 289 7354  
E: smi.spa@fairmont.com  
W: fairmont.com/sonoma/spa/spa/